Colors for life

The yarn
This carpet collection has been made from special
yarns. The polyamide fiber that is used, has unique
characteristics. The carpet is 100% UV-resistant,
maintenance friendly and 100% bleach proof.
Colour to the core
In the case of standard carpet yarn the dye colour is
only surface deep (like an apple). The yarn used for
the Resistanz collection is coloured to the core (like a
carrot) so that there are no colour differences caused
by UV and heavy cleaning.

Standard carpet

Because of the trilobal
shape of the fiber soil
stays on the surface
which makes cleaning
easier.

✔
✔
✔

Colors for life

UV-resistant
Maintenance friendly
Bleach proof

Resistanz jusitifies its name:
it resists external influences and
thus extends carpet life.

Solution Dyed Nylon
carpet

Sustainable
As the yarn is produced in the required
colour, there is little waste. Hardly any
water is used and production is pollution free.
Because of the dirt resisting charateristics of this
yarn there is no need for an additional protective
coating. So production of Resistanz carpet is very
environmentally friendly.

Carpet that stands
a good deal …
Discover the unique characteristics of this Solution
Dyed Nylon carpet collection from Belakos Flooring.
Suitable for both residential and commercial use!
Get to know this unique Resistanz
collection at www.belakosflooring.com
or contact your dealer.
SINCE

www.belakosflooring.com

Colors for life

UV-resistant
This carpet cannot fade by sunlight, which is
perfect in the case of installation behind large
windows.
So no colour difference when
moving your furniture.
Maintenance friendly
When it comes to maintenance Resistanz carpet
is unique. Dirt stays on the fiber and does not
absorb into it. Cleaning is easier and, moreover,
common cleaning agents do not affect either the
colour or the fiber.
Bleach resistant
In case of tough stains cleaning with a
mixture of water and bleach will make the
carpet look as new. A comprehensive
maintenance guide is available at our
website www.belakosflooring.com.

ATTENTION: Using bleach on normal
carpet will irreparably damage it!

Carpet that stands
a good deal …
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